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CURTAIN ON C. So P. A.
PARLEY TOMORROW

ALPHA SIGMA NU
NO_MINATES
FIVE
"
FOR MEMBERSHIP

Expect Over 200 1940 ANNUAL
COVERS TO BE
To Attend
SYMBOLICAL

BURKHART NEW Four Are Members
SODALl·TY HEAD Of News Staff
/
B U R K E S E C Y. Beumer, Heim, Kissel, Menke

NEWSMEN AWAITING

Xavier, 0. L. C., Mount Are
Sponsors

Of

Meet

A final draft <Jn the plans for
the Catholic School Press Association's regional conference tomorrow was ·Completed and approved at a combined meeting of
all ·committee.( the general chairman announced Thursday.
The conference is ·being sponsored by Our Lady of Cincinnati
College, Mount St. J-0seph College, and Xavier University.
The event will >be ;given on Our
Lady af Cincinnati's camrpus and
·11 · 1 d
1
h
'-"WI
me u e a unc eon on cue
grounds and a .banquet at the
H o t e1 A1m s.
Xa.vier Students Take Part
Approximately three hundred
delegates from various high
schools, ·colleges and universities
within a two hundred mile radius of Cincinnati
have signified
.
their intention of attending.
Xavier studenl•r who are to ibe
active at the gathering are: !Rabert G. Kissel, Louis £. Jurgens,
James L. Centner, John E. Smith,
Al. J. 1Menke, Lawrence J. Heim,
Walter C. :i;:>eye, James C. Rentrop, John J. :Singer, Hobert M.
Weigand, William J. ·F. Roll, Jr.,
and Lawrence Splain.
An imposing array of speakers
from the CiI}cinnati clergy is to
inc1ude the Vice-President of
Xavier,. the Rev. Celestine J:
(Continued on Pi;ige 5)

Three Cadets
Are Examined
By Army Board
Having been selected as honor
students in the second-year advanced course .of the ROTC by
Major Arthur M. Harper, F. A.,
Professor of Military Science
and Tactics, CadeJ Captains Raymond J. Wilson, Jr., and Fred
0 Konersman, 'Jr., wen~ examned February 15, for entrance
nto the Regular Army as second
ieutenants.
Cadet Lt.-Colonel Richard T.
Schmidt, whom Maj-or Harper
nominated to compete for the
General John J. Pershing Medal,
also appeared before the board.
The Pershing Medal is awarded
annually t<> the outstanding
ROTC cadet .officer in the Fifth
Corps Army Area. Schmidt's
n<>mination was based on scholarship, interest in extra-curricular activities, dependability, and
character, Harper saJd.
The examining board consisted of Colonel Luther R. Foust,
Colonel Millard F. Waltz, Jr.,
and Lt.-Colonel Yarrow D. Veseley. The group is interviewing
students in all ROTC-affiliated
colleges Jn the corps area and
consequently their final decisi<Jns
are not dmmediately forthcomng.

BURSAR TO

RETURN

Mrs. Catherine A. McGrath,
collegiate bursar, has been
absent from ber customary
position in tbe registrar's office since February 12th.
Threatened with p~e~,
she was obliged to spend
eight days of a two-weeks
absence .in tbe hospital.
I
H e r convalescence n ow
nearly complete, Mrs. McGrath stated that she .,expectCovers for the 1940 Musketeer cd to return as soon 'as posare in the presses, and will 1be in sible.
Paul J. £urk'hart, commerce
the hands of the editor within the ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · junior, emerged victorious in a
next ten days, according to an
close race for Sodality Prefect in
announcement by Will Roll, anthe election held last Thursday,
nual editor. The design will be
during the bi-monthly meeting
simple, and will serve a triple
of the Sodality.
High spirited
voting characterized the election.
purpose. It will commemorate
the quadricentennial of the Jesuit
I
Elected to the other offices
Order, the centennial of Xavier
were: second prefect, Edward
University, and, of course, the
Burke, arts sophomore, and secpresent year.
retary-treasurer, W. F.r.ank ArmThe format of the book will
Thursday, April 4, 1940 has strongi, ,commerce ,fiunfor. Ea,ch
assume the proportions of all been set as the date -Of the an- of the neiwly-elected officers gave
previous annuals up to 1938, that nual Intercollegiate Latin Con- a short speech of thanks and actest, Rev. Albert J. Camenzind, ceptance.
Emmett Ratterman,
is, the page size will ibe 9 x 11
inches.
The 1940 edition will S. J., . Professor of Latin an- the retiring rprefect, had charge
contain about fifty more pages nounced Monday. All full-time of the elect1'ons.
than any preceding annual be- male undergraduates are eligible
During the course of the meetf.or competition. The contest is ing; Rev. John E. Mahoney, S. J.,
cause of t h e trjple purpose.
The chief work in the editing to •consist of two parts: part one the moderator, showed the sodalof the /book now rests in the to be held in the morning will ists the typewriter that 'is to be
hands of the editor, whose duty be translation from English to given away .in the Patna Deriby
. is
. to make a defimte
. sche d u 1e Latin with• the aid of diction- Raffle.
H·e also ev"'lai'·ned·
the
Jt
·~,..
, di'sfor the taking of .class pictures; aries. While part two in the af- method of the ch·an·ce ;i..
·u 001~
d th
. .
f
d't .
ternoon will be Latin to English tribution, and asked the ·cooperan
e assigmng 0
e 1 ona1 ·translation without ·the - -aid of
matter'
his subordinates. .. ' I
ation of all sodalists. . He--fo.:
formed those present that there
The editor, Roll, when pressed, any books.
A cash prize will be the re- would be prizes go1'ng to those
refused to set a definite date for
ward ·of the first place winner who sold the most books.
A
the appearance of the Musketeer,
in the intercollegiate contest. A first prize. is to be $10.00, with
but suggested some time in May.
medal will be given to the first other prizes cons'fo;ting of valuplace winner at Xavier. The able curios from India.
The
three qest papers selected from goal of $800.00 was announced
among the Xavier entries will by Fr. 1Mahoney, and each membe sent to the Judges !for the in- ber pledged his word to do his
tercollegiate competition.
best in helping to realize this
Students from nine Jesuit col- goal.
Speaking before the Fenwick leges ·Of the middle west: Loyaudience for the first time this ala, Chicago; Xavier, Cindnnati;
season, the Varsity Debate Team J·ohn Carrol, Cleveland; Detroit
will meet the team from the Un- U., Detroit; Regis College, Deni~ersity of Dayton Monday eve- ver; Rockhurst, Kansas City;
ning, February 26, at 8: 30. The Marquette U., Milwaukee;
members of the team 1who will Creighton U., Oma'ha; St. Louis
debate are Al. J. Menke and Mel- U., St. Louis are to participate
vi.n J. Tepe, the team chairman. in the contest.
'!'he question tu ·be debated is
Ushered in by the traditional
Xavier winners in last year's
one of current interest: "Resolv- contest were Robert H. Fox, Tavern rites and ordeals, R01bert
ed, that the United States should Donald M. Middendorf, and El- S. Koch, arts junior, James L.
follow a policy of strict econom- mer J. Gruber.
Centner and George M. Barman,
ic and military isolation ·toward
arts sophomores, and 1J ohn H.
all nations outside the western
Kelly, arts freshman, were forhemisphere engaged in armed inmally inducted into the Mermaid
ternational or civil strife."
Tavern on 'Monday evening, Feb.
· d t'
d th
.
Debaters from John Carroll
19 . Th,.1s m
uc 10n c11maxe
e
·m1't ai't'10n w h'1ch h a d exten d ed
University, Cleveland, defeated
th
t'
k f F b
the Tepe-1Bui:ke team last week
0
e · 11 ·
before the !faculty members and
Speaking before faculty judges, over · ·e en ll'e wee
A 'Tavern 'lhighday", at which
students of Our Lady of Cincin- seven men were chosen to com- the new members will be renati College, Edgecliff.
James pete for the c <>vet e d Verquired to read literary pieces of
E. O,Connell, evening divisi,on kamp Delbate Medal.
The men their own composition, was set
teacher, was the judge.
chosen were Melvin J. Tepe, sen- for Feb. 26 :by Host Raymond J.
ior; Robert S. Ifoch and Aloysious Wilson, Jr.
J. Menke, juniors; and James W.
In the ballade contest which
Hengelbrok, William R. Seidenfeatured the Ninth Anniversary
faden, and Frank J. Burke, sophAll-Patron Meeting, the ballade
omores., James L. Centner, sophwritten /by Jerome G. Graham
omore, was chosen as alternate,
was given .first place among those
and will serve as chairman of the
of the undergraduate members,
"The Divine Comedy" is the debate.
title of the opening Dante Club
The subject of the debate will with that of John J. Bruder secand, and that of William J. F.
lecture to be given at ihe Con- be announced at a later date.
Roll, Jr., third.
Father Paul J.
vent of the Gopd Shepherd, Ft.
Sweeney, moderator, was deThomas, Francis P. Burke, presCOMMUNICANTS
declared the winner among the
ident, stated this week.
The
graduate memibers, followed lby
lecture, to be given February 23,
will he illustrated :by slides.
The children of the Italian Louis Feldhaus and Edward P.
Messrs. William K. Clal'k, Wil- Premier, Romano and Anna Ma- VonderHaar, in that,order. Surliam R. Seidenfaden, and James rie, recently made their First prise of the gathering was the
W. Henge1brok will give the first Communion at the hands of the Tavern ·birthday cake, aip.proprilecture on .the epic of Alighieri Most Reverend Vitt<>rio Fauli- ately decorated with a green
Dante.
netti, Vicar Apostolio of Tripoli. mermaid and ·nine candles.

c011 egiate

Lat·1 n Qu ··z
Is Ap r1· 1 4

.to

DEBATERS MEET
DAYTON f EB• 26

Four Net?phytes

Accepted Into .
Mermaid Tavern

0

Seven Selected
For Verkamp

Lecturers To
Open Season

-Juniors; Bruder, Senior
Irvin F. 1Beumer, Lawrence J.
Heim, Robert G. Kissel, and Aloysius J. 1Menke were selected as
the junior members of the A:lpha
Sigma Nu iby the appointment of
the Very 'Rev. Dennis F. J3urns,
S. J., President of the University, Monday.
,
John J. Bruder, arts senior,
was singularly honored through
his aippointment by the Reverend
President as the senior charter
m8I11!ber.
The four juniors were recommended iby the present society
memlbers and· ap;proved by the
Rev. John J. Benson, S. J., Dean
of the college of lilberal arts, who
is the moderator.
Scholarshi1> And Loyalty
Membership in the Alpha Sigma Nu, national Jesuit honor society, is a special distinction to
-these studentS who have distinguished themselves in scholarshLp, service, and loyalty to the
University.
The society also is
active as an advisory group that
offers suggestions touching student needs.
Richard T. Schmidt, President
of the local chapter, announced
that the new members will be
duly initiated into the organization at a meeting in the near future.
News Members
John, Bruder, a graduate of St.
Xavier High ·School, was formerly editor of the News.
Irvin
Beumer, commerce junior, and
Robert Kissel, arts junior and
also a former News editor, are
both graduates of Roger Bacon
High School.
Lawrence Heim
and Aloysius ,Menke are graduates of Elder and Purcell High
Schools, respectively.
With· the addition of these five
students, membership in the Xavier chapter is augmented to
.
.
.
fourteen, of which nme are m
.
school. . The graduation
of the
.
.
·five semor members m June will
give the group over eight local
alumni, wherei.] :in Xavier chaipter will receivfi rn Alpha Sigma.
Nu alumni •cha~ ;!r.
G l'dua·I l Members
r::e pre1:ent nembers of the
A:p!:a 1Sigma ~~ 1 are: student
memlbers, Riehl· rd T. Schmidt,
President; Paul C. Beckman,
Frank W. Burke, Albert W. Efkeman; and graduate members,
J. Paul Geers, R:>bert F. Groneman, Jack A. Jc.nes, George A.
Martin, and William J. Kielly.
Father 1Benso:1 and Father
Lynch, assistant Dean, will re.present Xavier at lhe constitutional convention of the Delta Epsi!Qn Sigma, na :ional Catholic
honor society iii Kansas City,
1\10. on :March 29.
The Reverend D·~ans will i!quire about the
possibilities of :X.avier receiving
a .:tartar in this organization.
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Published weekly during the school year by the students of Xavier University from their offices in Room 56 of the I:s1ology Building. Phone
JEfferson· 3220. Subscription per year $1.50.

THE SHORT END .... ByJohnE.Smith

SATURDAY was more or less a red let- ordered some months back not to carry
ter day for depression. Between arms to belligerent nations . . . Some
ALL-AMERICAN
viewing the play concerning the depress- people are easily led, but it's pretty
Member
ed Hamlet and hearing the melodic de- tough Toledohio . . . 0. K. no more like
pression of Tschaikowski's Symphonie that ... The Albee begins today a show~ssociafed Colleeiafe Press
Pathetique the ·column had occasion to ing ·Of the March of Time "The Vatican of
Distributor of
pass through the west end of Cincinnati. Pius XII" . . . The Demosthenes of XaColle5iate
There in a fantastic, pathetic parade, vier. gave the annual excellent account
passed what seemed to be the very per- of themselves to the annual sparse audiR1!1:PR'IS1ENTlr:D FOR NATIONAL. ADVl:ATISING BY
sonification
of depression, people who ence Thursday last . . . Then there's the
National Advertising Service, Inc.
College Publishers Representative
had received by far the short end of the sectional Catholic School Press confer420.MADISON AVE.
NEW YORI<, N. Y.
pleasures of life. Blacks. whites, young, ence to be held at OLC tomorrow . . .
CHICACO • BOSTOM • LOS A"CILU .. SAN F1IANCISCO
old, each about his owri business. Two very worthy of y,our attention. . . .
Editor ................ LOUIS B. JURGENS I~clltorlnl A•HIRtnnts-I.nrry Rinck, .fames Ren- urchins scarcely dressed for the te1nper- A new headache arising from the
trop, Aloysht• ;Henk<', George Hnr- ature viewed with awe a couple of po- American Youth Congress is its counter
Editorial Mgr........... ROBERT G. KISSEL
nu1.nn, ,John Singer, Rny1nond ''"oll,
•!ohn J{elly, nohC'rt Ifoske. Ah·ln !icemen. One old man, his ·legs were no organization, the Campaign for Y.outh's
Assistant
(JAMES L. CENTNER
1.11ntz, Lawrence S11luln,
Hobert more, struggled up with pencils for sale. Needs, which goes one better in claimEditors .............. (WILLIAM J. EVERETT
Welg1•nd.
By- and large, the scene was appalling. ing the support of all nations favoring
Bus. Mgr............. ROBERT G. KLUENER
Bu•lne•• AsHIHtnnts-Wllllnm Welch, .John Be.,k- All this brought to mind one thought, totalitarianism . . . In what was termed
Sports Editor ........ LAWRENCE J .. HEIM
mnn, ,Joseph Ltulrlgnn, ,Jolm l'oter. can we of America afford to embrace the "the fiercest encounter of the Western
Feature Editor ................ JOHN E. SMI'rH S11ort• A•Nlst11nts-Brl11n l<'lnn11g1111, Frnnk Gormun,
I>tl\'o m ..111
cause of any other nation, just though Front to date" the French lost all of
Copy Editor ................ WALTER C. DEYE
it may be, and still let pass unnoticed
Radio crack of the week, Bob Hope's
under our very noses such misery? It description of a parting after the perfect
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 23, 1940
seems only fitting that our relief funds evening; then-May I kiss you goodschool in tqat respect merit our. atte~-1 be devoted first to chasing the proverbial night, Sarah?; now-Shoot the target to
The Curtain Risestion? From all appearan.ces, thmgs m- wolf fr.om our door, then look for other me Marg'ret . . . Northwestern takes it
ITH THIS issue the curtain rises on tellectual have lost their attractiveness. causes to aid . . . .
grinning; after exams they hold a "flunka new group of News staff members; However, at the Verkamp Debate schedSo Germany claims full justice in sink- er's frolic" . . . We ain't sayin' who, but
a few of the old ·Characters will be no- uled for next month we shall have an ing Uncle Sam's fleet ·Or any part there- we hear that one of the military profs
ticeably absent, some new faces will be ·opportunity to redeem ourselves. V{heth- of carrying contrabrand. All of which sat through his class in overcoat with
seen, and .~thers will be found playing er or not we will depends upon you.
shouldn't make a bit of difference. Many the heaters off . . . Forgot his Sam
more serious and important roles than
Lest we forget the contestants them- of our people forget that our ships were Browne.
those in which they were formerly cast. selves: the News congratulates all, winEssentially, however, the play is the ner and non-winners alike. Y.ou have
same the theme remains unaltered, and done a service to Xavier and the selfbut ~· few minor changes in the setting satisfaction of knowing you performed
the task well is your own reward.
will be noticed.
RE YOU ANGRY at the World, says ty-two and thirty-four, while Sir Philip
----x:---As always, the chief aims of your edithe most congenial over-shoulder Sidney went at thirty-two, followed by
tors and student journalists will be to
Unsown Seedslooker we know as he peers into our Sir John Suckling at thirty-four and
maintain the News as the printed voice
of the Xavier student body. F-or that QNCE AGAIN readers of Catholic subject-matter for this week and finds it Richard Lovelace at forty. Robby Burns
periodicals and newspapers are in- the least bit morbid. No, we reply, we was thirty-seven when he died.
reason the news stories will deal with
matters which are of prime importance formed that February is Catholic Press are not angry at the World, but we are
* * * * *
CAKE-TAKER, OF COURSE, is Thomto them, while the editorials wiH seek Month. · And once again we shall be very angry at the Flesh and the Devil
to express the combined opinion of our told of the additi-ons to the list of Cath- ... more exactly, at the ill-cooked horse- as Chatterton, who consumed no more
thinking students. Every organization ·olic magazines, the importance : of the flesh we had for lunch and at the devil than eighteen birthday-cakes before the
curtain of his one-act tragedy, during
and every group affiliated with the uni- Catholic· press in our social and economic who served ·it.
• • * * *
the course of which he managed to perversity deserves, and will receive, equal life, the help it lends our foreign and
BUT HAVE YOU EVER noticed that petrate an immortal hoax on the heardconsideration in ·our columns. Since we domestic missions, and ihe power it has
desire this publication to be the official to propagate the faith in the non-Cath- more important in the career of a suc- ed literary hierarchy. 1When thirty Shelcessful ·poet than learning to scan or ley pulled his ·career down on top ·of him
·
organ of student news and opinion, we olic world.
But what good does all this Catholic rime is an early death. Perhaps it is the while attempting to drink the Mediterwill always wekome constructiv.e criticism and the "Reader Writes" section will printed matter perform H it is not read? compliance .of fate with the ageless pe- ranean at a draught, and J,ohn Keats was
In far too many average Cat'holic fam- tition of ·endless schoolboys that brings no more than twenty-six when he burst
be open at all times for ·individual exilies
the diocesan newsweekly along poets to what is termed an untimely end; his lungs in an effort to breathe in the
pression.
or perhaps it is the persistence of° the universe.
Why no essential changes, you ask? with three -or four other similar pubHcaworld in maintaining a schoolboy attitions
enters
the
home
only
to
be
laid
* * * * *
Because as the student newspaper of a
tude toward what the ·writers know to
NOTICE PLEASE, however, that the
Catholic university and as a member of aside until· the next issue ar,rives.
be worthy of appreciation. For there is stodgy sort go on and on and on. The
both the J·esuit College Newspaper Asso- ''Whether we care to admit it or not,
one school of thought which is -con- ·crew who had to spend infinite time in
religion,
·
or
a
person's
philosophy
Qf
life
ciation and the Catholic Schoql Press
vinced, and another one that suspects, nursing their work along always live to
Association we observe certain time- if you prefer to be one of le beau monde,
that men who are genuine exponents of watch it die; and the prosaic poets alis
firmly
entwined
with
his
year-round
tested principles, which, since they have
art
must think that truth and beauty are ways have time to become Poet Laureate
The secula·r press, catering
their foundation in the Catholic Church, activities.
assets of a ·corporation of which God and and grow beards longer than their fame
to
a
worldly
world
must
in
most
cases
will always remain universal and unthey are co-chairmen of the board of di- before their pulse has beat its last
changeable. It is to these principles that overlook this relationship for fear of
rectors. At least, a mouse never gnawed spondee. . . .
treading
on
someone's
toes.
On
the
conwe pledge our staunch allegiance and
trary, the Catholic press, whenever pos- out a masterpiece. . . .
* * * * *
support.
THE SAME INTERLOPER who loped
* *
*
We ·of the present staff owe much to sible, definitely and firmly states the
our predecessors and we possess a keen Church's stand ·on matters of public and . AND SO WE FIND that Francis Beau- into the first paragraph did not depart
appreciation of the standards they have private import for the very reason that mont died at the age of twenty-eight without telling us that he goes to church
set. W·e deem it an honor to continue the mission of ,the Catholic press must years; and Christopher Marlowe at twen- sooooo early these Lenten mornings that
in their path-we consider it a duty to be, and is, the mission of the Catholic ty-nine; the Earl of Surrey at thirty, the priest turns ar·ound and substitutes
Church.
Robin Greene and George Peele at thir- Ora Frater for Orate Fratres.
maintain their pace.
Entered ns sccand clus8 matter 1"chrunry 18, l!l37, ut the post office of Clnclnnntl, Ohio, under
the Act of C-01igress a[ ~!nrch 3, 1870

Die>est

W

FIRE ·AT WILL
A

----.x---Shaken Faith-

THE GOLDEN BOYS.

"QUR FAITH in the student body r·emains unshaken," concluded an editorial last week in which a large attendance at the Washington Oratorical Contest was encouraged. W·e attended the
contest, we enjoyed it, but our faith
could not remain unshaken. In the
gathering of one hundred and fifty persons we conservatively estimated that
two-thirds of that number comprised
the faculty, parents, graduates, and Clef
Club members. Yes, excluding the latter
grou:p, who are to be commended for
their excellent performance, ·about fifty
students attended, this traditional Xavier
event. Consider this in the light of the
registrar's recent statement that the current day-school registration is the largest
in ·our history. There is no need to elaborate. The facts speak for themselves.
Contrasted with this weak attendance
was the near-capacity throng at the
fieldhouse Saturday night. · The school
spirit thus shown at this and other basketball games this season naturally deserves a word of praise, but, as students,
ar.e we forgetting that the college is fundamentally an institution of learning and
that activities closely associated with the

DON'T GET UP, but while the editor
gathers his wits there is a movement
afoot to determine the middle name of
Thomas A. Becket, who appears on the
front of the last itchu · as a martyr in
"Murder in the Cathedral." All suggesHons should be addressed to "Fit-em"
Jurgens, Room 56, Biology Bldg.
Then,
editorial No. 4, ·Of this same sheet inferred that it wouldn't be at all necessary to remind our conscientious students of the Washington Oratorical Contest. "Indeed," it stated, "it would be
descending to the too obvious to relate
the wholesome educational advantages in
attending those public contests." As a
climax, the author begged the reader's
pardon for mentioning the fact at all!
Thus, was the power of the press exemplified when one-ninth of the student ..
corpus show Thursday fast, including
about tw:enty-five Clef-clubbers who regarded it as a "must.'' What a lost opportunity! What a lost chance to hear
Bill Blum bring renown upon himself!
"Mother," says young Oswald, "when do
the Indians come into this picture?"
"Indians!" s~ys .Mrs. 0., "ther.e are no

I

By J a c k B r u d e r
Indians in this picture." "Then who
scalped those guys in the first row?"
concluded Oswald . . . The unrelenting
hand of fate seems to have Paul Sheetz
by the olive drab breeches, but then he
does look awfully charming in that uniform, Betty! So, too, does D. P. Heekin
whose interest in ·carbureters, axle
grease, and front-ends is quite amazingly alive for so late in lifo ... Gradually,
the •news is -leaking out that pass-books
will be worn for the Masque production
in April, and this is not the hardest way
to get an audience. If our memory is
right there was nobody in the aisles last
year. "Tell me something soothing and
sweet," she says. "Tapioca pudding," he
answers. !ij'uts, you say?
When Grandpa went courtin'
He straddled his mule,
When Herman goes sportin'
He rides the bar-stool.
And when the stool begins . to buck,
look out! But a rose by any other nose
would smell as sweet, to take off ari
Elizabethan Will . . . Much to the chagrin of Tuke, E. H. Neisen of Broadway
gets in a Saturday evening engagement

-

with "B & W" Jane 'mid the cheering
and shouting of the Fieldhouse patrons,
and afterwards 'mid the frolicking of the
Arcadians. On the other hand, much to
the chagrin of Neisen, R. E. Tuke gets
a sizeable chunk of wolfing at both
places ... If it. were not for the first half,
our win column might look a litt1e better than five against sixteen, no? . . .
While a few slept Friday, Josephine Wilson is courting Mim of the Mountain
which is something new and different
for both, but sweet, they say . . . The
female of the speeches is more deadly
than the male. Many hearts were saddened, alas, by the untimely departure
of "Kernel" McDermott, and "Mac"abre"
Ryan, both gentlemen versed in the art
of speech . . . Though he does not remove the Oratori:cal Medal, Mel Tepe
ta1ks himself into a date for the Contest
and subsequently for the 19th Hole,
where teeing off is more common . . .
Don Hacker and Vic O'Brien at the game
with sisters LaVerne and Bernioe . . •
Stop us if you've read: now if oozzums
will <lees escoose us, we dot to det back
to our lollipop. Stand back!

--~----------- ---~------------

--

·-

':

-- ------·-----"'·;-.1.;.,,;1<:.~" ..-1._~t
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I"SHADES
OF MT. VERNON
I
0 r a t o r i c a I Clergy Active
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - · Med a I· Goes

In Ranks Of

To W. L~ Blum

French Army
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haDtlet •••
Slutkespein•e
Maurice Evans

Fifteen thousand priests have
For the first time in two years
been mobilized in the French
the
·Bard of Avon asserted his
army for war duty. Of these
between seven and eight hun- majesty in Cincinnati last week.
dred are Jesuits. Of th.is vast Similarly for the first time in
number, only 438 are chaplains, two years the premiere Shakethe remainder serving as offi- spearean actor of our day intercers, commissioned and noncommissioned, and enlisted men. preted a great character in this
The latter do the most good as city. The occasion was a stirpriests, states our correspondent, ring production of "Hamlet,''
for their superiors· often release presented at the Taft Theatre a
them from their ordinary mili- week ago today.
tary duties in order to organize
It is needless to expound upgames, recreaUons, and other on the merits of th,e play itself,
forms of amusement. In this so well it is loved. The permanner they are in constant, in- formance of the vehicle, howtimate
association with ' the ever, i~ worthy of mention.
Maurice Evans fits the role, as
soldiers, gaining their trust and
friendship. It is easily seen that also "King Richard II", as if it
a soldier, at least in the major- had been written for him. His
manner in which we fail to guard i'ty, 1·s ·apt to bn~ome 1·nterested
· t
1
t
t'
·
=delivery of the several soliloquis
agains
menta
s agna 1011 m 1'n the ·Fa1"th upon hean"ng is something that was justly and
d
rea ing newspaper propaganda, sna·tches o·•'- i't fr.om ·h1's sacerdot- Iiterally shouted about. The play
de f ended t h e war k of the Jesuit al companions.
colleges, and emphasized that
·of lights upon a rather da·rkened
God is on our side, and we are
One young Father was assign- stage with the contrasting charon His.
ed by mistake to a company of acter in the spotlight was used
.
.
. criminals. Authorities, realizing most effectively . .One scene used
Irvm F. Beumer, speaku~g m the error, recalled Mm. He in to the best effect in the Leslie
story ~arm, com;pared the .g'ift of return insisted that he remain Howard production of the same
~ohn :M~Carthy s father m let- in the criminal detachment, play four years ago seemed
-Jo• s1,.ivvl•
ting of his ·only boy study for the quoting St. Paul "Jesus Christ dampened in the current effort
cannot tell a lie, Dad; I knocked the cherry
p7iesthood, "':'ith. the munificent came to this world to save sin- namely, the fourteenth scene'.
tree down backing out of lhe garage.
gift of a capitahst..
ners."
listed as a frontier in Denmark.
Alvin IR.. Lantz extolled the
The ultimate result of this ac- H·owa·rd used a sole spotli"ght
spirit of those Jesuits who pio- tive participation ·of the clergy upon himself standing at the
neered the West amidst great ob- in the ranks orf the soldier is prow of a vessel, whereas Evans
sttacles -and who finalJy settled
. d
b ·
b
C h employed merely a small part of
in Missouri.
,conceive to · rmg a out a at olic revival in France, as was the stage, welL lighted. In this
James L . .Centner explained the effect in 1918.
scene a rather lengthy speech is
the effect of the writings of St.
delivered, but the character was,
ordination. All would have Robert ,Bellarmine, theologian
unfortunately, cDmpletely hidden
Drama Is Colorful And his
been well had it not been for the and doctor of the church, on the
from the view of the house.
/
deus ex machina .of the tragedy, cons t't
·
f
th
u
·
d
S
Full Of Action
e nite ' tates.
Outstanding in an excellent
1 ution o
which was not •One at all, for it
WO
Me1vin J, Tepe stated the re.
supporting cast, were: Mady
had been present all the time,
.
d
lation
·between
the
early
crusades
Christians, bearing a remarkable
BY JOHN H. KELLY
unperceived by the k mg an
and the task of the Jesuits in anresemblance to the screen's Alice
In the gloom of Canterbury perhaps even by Thomas. It was
the conscience of Thomas, which swering the problem of the presFaye, who portrayed Queen
Church, 800 years in the past,
could not brook subversiveness ent day, tJ:iat of comlbating those
Two new engagements will be Gertrude; robust Raymond Johnpraying at its ancient altar, to his supreme master on earth, enemies who seek to ga'in a added to the .Clef Club concert son as Polonius; Rhys Williams
knelt gay Tom Becket of Lone the Pope. His moral consisten- stronghold by diluting the truth. list this year.
as the happy gravedigger; and
William 1R. Seidenfaden diagdon. Commending his soul to cy, undreamed of by the king,
In accordance with his policy Carmen Matthews as the unforthe care of God and confessing since the two had never before nosed the fortunateness of our of securing new concerts, Rob- tun.ate Ophelia.
to the saints and martyrs, he quarrelled, prnved to be unre- education in America over that ert ·L. Saxton, Clef Club ipublic------knelt unmoved as four noblemen sponsive and staunch in the face of Europe, which difference is ity manager, announced two new
ST. FRANCIS XAVIER
of England, wine-mad, stabbed of nearly every royal mandate. 'brought about by the educating concerts on the 1940 season: One
J
him to death.
From bewilderment at his old force of the Jesuit .fathers.
at Roger Bacon ·High School in
Thousands of pilgrims are ex"Gay Tom Becket" the court friend's behaviour, the king
Frank W. Burke portrayed the St. Bernard, the other at Holmes
p~cted to view the body of St.
had called him a few years be- turned to anger, and at last, af- career of ·Pierre DeSmet who was High in :Covington.
fore, when, as His Majesty's ter the failure of the Council of the 'O:issionary bul"".ark from the
The concert at Roger Bacon Francis Xavier when it is placed
· Chancellor, he had hob-nabbed Clarendon to make Thomas ac- Rockies to the Pacific, the con-. will be held on March 3, and the on exhibition next December at
with his young sovereign in cede to i:he trial of clerics in the ~erter of the. Fla the ads and pac- Club will appear at Holmes High Goa, in India.
many an .adventure, many a tilt. royal courts, the Archbishop ifier of the Sioux, and finally the Ion April 12
------------Thomas .Becket was feared and was forced to flee from Henry's object of an unfair decision when
B
·f th
fl' t
"th
ecautshe oCl f Cel ~on 'l1lcb w1
respected by the great barons of wrath to France· Here he Te- Ithe Secretary of the . Interior af- cl asses
e e
uu WI ' e ,perthe coast and the midland plains mained for seven years contin- ter the death of Lmcoln gave
'tt
. or e1g
. ht
'
.
m1 e d t o ma k e on1y six
as the man who had checked ually parleying with the king these tribes to the Protestant
d .
th
·
·
· ,
·
t Ch · t' ·
appearances
urmg
e course
their power and strengthened .and with the kings contmental sects o
ns iamze.
of the entire concert season.
the king's authority. And Henry representatives. At length the
The contest was augmented
himself, no puppet,· knew tI:!_at two met in France and were re- by the vocalizing of the Clef
when the aging Theobald, Arch- conciled, and Thomas retun1ed Club who rendered Xavier for PROFESSOR LISTS
bishop of Canterbury, was gone, to England, fated to have the Aye, Now Let Every Tongue
EXAMINATION NEEDS
that the man to succeed him was central role in the drama's cli- Adore Thee, Ave Maris Stella,
Hohn 'Peel, Steal Away, I won't
Becket. True, Becket was no max.
A professDr at Loyola UniverKiss Katy, and Xavier Chimes.
priest, but of his learning and
First Act
sity, New Orleans, advised his
piety no ·one in Christendom wa·s
ignorant. The thing could be
Assured by the popular wel- ple however, he was revered as pupils before a "true-false" test
See pages 20 and 27 of
arranged. And when Becket, his come, with the king acrnss the a martyr, and the conquest of to bring:
this
week's Saturday
friend, was installed as bishop straights in France, Becket's the Church by an English king
1. A bluebook. 2. Mental faof the greatest see in England, first act was to excommunicate was delayed till the advent of a cilities. 3. A coin.
Evening Post. On sale
little could hinder the restora- two bishops who had supported more persevering royal advenThe purpose of the first two is
Wednesday. 5¢.
tion of many royal powers which the king against him. When turer.
obvious. The coin? Heads the
had been usurped by the Church Henry heard of "this latest afThus runs the story if the
true, tajls ·it's false.
since the time of Henry I.
·front to his royal authority, un- Masque Society production,
able to • berate Thomas· to ·his "Murder in the Cathedral" to be
'fhomas Troubled
face'. he nged at the cqmpany presented April 26th at Wilson
But Thomas was troubled as of his nobles, who stood by pas- Auditorium.
Theobald declined. More astute sivly while a priest insulted
,..,.
.,
politically than his master, he him. Four of these knights,
saw the strife which would en- taking his words too seriously,
sue should he attempt to dis- immediately crossed the channel,
Know the Best
OPENING
charge .the duties of a prince of drinking heavily on the jDurney,
T
0 NI G H·T
ihe Church in accord with Hen- and finding Thomas Becket at
ry's poJicies. Henry wished to Canterbury, murdered him in
HIS
effect many changes which a the cathedral.
DIRECT Fr OM A SIX MONTH CHJCAGO ENGAGEMENT
bishop responsible to Rome could
The climax had been reached,
PLUS SMART NEW FLOOR SHOW
A. Complete
not countenance. Thomas felt but the denouement took a surSATURDAYS $2.00
MINTMUIJI $1. 00
NO COVEil
that 'his accession to the prim- !;>rising turn.
While Thomas
Dry
Cleaning
Se1·vice
acy of Canterbury would mean lived, he had both partisans and
the end of his smicable relations enemies in hi!) struggle with ( 1621 Dana - MEirose 2200
with the king, and he did his Henry. When the news of his i .
best to persuade Henry to place wanton murder reached the peo- J..........................................................
The ,prestige of the underclassmen was augmented with the
victory of William L. Blum, arts
sophomore, in the Washington
oratorical .contest last Thursday.
Blum painted a picture of the
suffering in the life of Blessed
Isaac Jogues among the savages
of North America, and then compared this atrocity with the uncivilized "isms" of modern times,
materialism,
communism, and
atheism. Throughout his speech
the winner wove one of the
themes of Jesuit life, "for the
greater glory of God."
A summary of the orations of
the seven other ·contestants are:
William J. 'F. Roll depicted the

Story· Of Tom Becket Is
Presented By Masque

Clef Club Gi"ves

Concerts At T

New Locati"ons

Jre sororities
and fraternities

SNOB

FACTORIES?

..................................... ........................

DANA DRY

AND

CLEANERS

111 . . . . . .

'I

GRIFF
WILLIAMS
ORCHESTRA

I
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from the
Press Box
By Larry Heim
It's lucky for the favorites in
the coming A. A. U. tourney
that the entry of the undefeated
Pressler, !frosh hoop team, was
·received too late. Coach Kenny
Jordon's boys having been burning up the hardwood with eight
straight wins. This streak takes
in victories over some of the
best A. A. U. quintets, including
Ci~·cy Gym, Roth's, Friar Club,
and Kamp Flooring.

* * ,. * •
During the past week we have
done quite a bit of research 'On
one of our favorite ideas-letters for minor sports athletes.
In the midst ·of the muddle of
pros and cons, whys and wheref.ores, we are convinced that the
.attitude taken by those in charge
of athletics is the logieal way
out.
Any sport that has a regular
team, a coach, a full schedule,
and participates as a Xavier
representative in collegiate competition should be awarded recognition of their efforts.
And so we expect the golf
team and the baseball nine,
which fulfilled the requirements
last year and will do so this seas·on, to again wear X's, as was
the custom some years back.

• •

* *

•

It's a fact that Xavier has
three bowling alleys that formerly were used for student
recreation.
The alleys, almost completely
reconditioned, lie vacant because
no one has as yet taken an inteiest in the sport. Maybe if
the student body got behind the
I-M committee in this matter, we
could add another rung to the
ladder leading up to the peak
year in intramural sports at Xa-

vier.
The students should not neglect any of the athletic facilities
of the university, and the I-M
program should be pushed to the
utmost. Toward these ends we
offer this suggestion.

"' * "

~·

"

S p
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Rees Annexes
Silver Gloves
Heavy Crown
Jim Rees, Xavier pugilist captain, added another marker to
his unbroken victory streak last
week when he decisioned William Hudson, of the Drucker A.
C., to annex the heavyweight
crown in the Silver Gloves tournament.
The bout, a walk~a~ay for
Rees, was a drab affair m so far
as the Drucker boy refused to
mix with the hard hitting !Muslde. The crowd jeered the clinching tactics of Hudson.
Rees was scheduled to appear
in the finals of the Oola Khan
tourney 'Monday night but cancelled ·his engagement because of
a slight cold. Rees did not want
to endanger his intercollegiate
record and preferred the Kentucky match on Tuesday.

Musl~ies

Seeli.
To Ave11ge
Detroit Loss
Caliban Is
Titans' Ace

..

In 1-M Fray
The Senior Science basketeers
racked up a win over one of U.
C.'s leading I-M quints, :last
week as they humbled the
Chemical Engineers, 39-16.
The Engineers a·re in first
pla·ce in their divi'Sion with 3
wins and no defeats. The Sci•
entists have clinched the Day
loop title at X.
Puttmann and Piening with 12
points apiece and T·rauth with 7
led the Xavier point foray.
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Varsity To
Clash With
Ex-X Stars
Two Alumni Quints
In Preliminary
The former Musketeer hoop
stars will attempt to outshine the
present outfit ir,t the annual
Alumni-Varsity skirmish in the
Fieldhouse on Monday, Feb. 26.
Kenny Jordan, frosh coach and
'34 Xavier net captain, will lead
the grads aggregation.
.Jordan
promises to "give the boys a real
run for their money."
From the Friar Club A. A. U.
team the Alumni will recruit
Ja:ck McKenna, Joe Kruse, and
Pat Donovan, last season's X
captain and high scorer.
Also included in the first string
will •be Leo Sack, the 'mighty
mite' of Muskie sports back in
1936, and "Sooko" Wiethe, '34
all-around star who gratduated
into the ipro football and basketball ranks.
Coach Jordan's squad is rounded .out by Chip Cain, Varsity X
Club iprexy, and Eddie Burns,
Legion of Honor man in 1927
The rMuskie cagers will :be gunning for this game as a victory
over the strong Alumni five. will
atone somewhat for the disastrous net season just passed.
In the prelimiary tilt at 7: 30
two alumni fives will tie into
each other. Gosiger's Geese, led
by Paul Gosiger, All-Western
Cincinnati forward in 1927, and
Lagaly's Lameducks l}eaded by
Virgil Lagaly, who was named on
the .Price Hill Herald's All-iPrice
Hill team in 1937, will provide
the court details.

The Musketeer will round out
the finale of their '40 court menu
when they clash with the Titans
of Detroit U. in the Fieldhouse
tomorrow night.
The Detroit five, which is
ranked high among the dassy
drcuits u:p Michigan way, squeezed out a ·3·6-3.1 win over X in the
last meeting earlier in the year.
But that was a rough and turn- FAIR AND WARMER
ble affair in whcih the Titans literally "knocked the Muskies off
A professor of meterology
the flo "
from USC has been added to
or.
Playing on their home floor Santa Anita race track to issue
with stricter calling of fouls the special weather forecasts.
Musketeers rate an even chance
of avenging. that 36-31 set-1back.
The Northerners attack centers around their star .pivot man,
Bob Caliban, whose 13 point fotal spelled defeat for X last time
out.
Calihan is a lanky basket
artist capaible of hitting the rim
with either hand
and is also
Blunt And Putt1nan
strong on defense.'
Lead All Scorers
At the forwards Coach Lloyd

Hats off department: To .John
Sweeney, senior I-M director,
who has put life into the former
corpse-intramural activity at X
... To "Boze" Litzinger, Muskie
guard, who 'climaxed a brilliant
defensive season last week in
holding Baum ho 1 t z, Buckeye
point leader, ~o 5 pts. · · · To Jim
Rees who polished ·Off a two year
undefeated ring record with a
twin killing in the Kentucky
and Silver Gloves matches . . .
To .Jack Tetens who has sparked Brazil will probably use Capt.
Jack Piana and Frankie O'Donthe unbeaten frosh team with a
nell, and at the guards Charles
15 pt. average.
Bucholz and Johnny Ghedda.
•
In the .preliminary game schedTo questions about the foot- uled for 8: 00 o'·clock the Louisball team to fill the one open ville St. Xavier team will tandate U C sings "you'd be suT- gle with the Covington Holmes
prised." If the dickering for that quintet.
southern
B o w 1 team
goes
through, we certainly will.

'X' Beats U. C.

RTS

Golfers Tee Off
On
Season

Although ice covered ,. all the
fairways and the traps were filled with slush instead of sand,
the Musketeer golf team had its
fi.rsl meeting of the new season
in the Fieldhouse this week.
.From last year's squad are
Paul Beckman and Stan Flick,
seniors, and Walt Deye and Bob
Grever, sophomores. Newcomers
include Tom Hogan, Bill Dougherty, and Frank Swegeman, seniors; and freshman hopefuls Erskine, •Schulte, J. Beckman, and
Dan Willig.

Rally Falls Short As
x Falls Before Ohio
DATE SET FOR
HOOP BANQUET
The Musketeer Club will
act as host to Xavier's Basketball team at an annual
banquet to be held March 14,
at the Kemper Lane Hotel,
Herman G. Bressler, Chairman of the Board of Directors
of the Musketeer Club announced.
The program as announced
by Chairman Herman G .•
Bressler at press tin,.e includes
talks by John Wiethe, '34 and
Dan Tehan '27, and motion
pictures of the CCNY's. 30-28
win over Xavier this year.
The time for the banquet
has hen set for 6:30 p. m., the
price of the tickets will be
$1.50 which will include dinner and drinks.

To Pace Alumni

PAT DONOVAN, last year's
captain who will lead the grads
in Alumni-X tilt.

Mellos Clinch Title In
Dorm League; Seniors Lead

BY FRANK GORMAN
·As the intramural basketball
leagues draw to a close, the race
for the ·championship has narrowed down to three teams. The
Mellopoj.ivers of the D.o rm
League have clinched the title
in their division and are sure of
participating in the championship playoff. In the Day-Hop
League, the Senior Science outfit and the Revelers are batHing
it o"ut for the other pla<:e in the
playoffs.
In the last week the Dorm
League saw the MeUopojivers
continue ·On their undefeated
march with a 21-8 defeat'of the
Fogliners and ·a 47-17 defeat of
the Iron Men. Gladstone scored
twelve points for the ·leagueleading Mellopojivers
against
the Fogliners, while Chuck Lavelle was holding Joe Blunt
scoreless except for a technical
free throw. Against the Iron
Men Gladstone <:ollected fourteen while Blunt was getting fifteen points. In the other games,

-------------Porky Pins felt the absence
!ofthe John
Sweeney, but managed
to defeat Ma's Boys, 17-11; the
Porky Pines -then lost to the
Fogliners when Chuck Lavelle
again demonstrated his defensive ability by holding John
Sweeney to a single point. The
final score was 22-20, the 'Fogliners wJnning on a last second
basket by Jack Vissmal)-.
The race for scoring honors
seems to have settled down to a
battle between Gladstone and
Blunt with Blunt holding a
slight edge, 61-g9.
However,
with only one more game remaining to be played and Gladston · on a hot streak, anything
may happen.
In the Day-Hop League, the
Nomads won iwo games, defeating the Coon Hunters, 17-8, and
eliminating the Pappy Shooters
from the title chase Jn a thrilling one point victory, 14-13.
The Pappy Shooters could not
score consistently and lost. In
the other game this week the
Pappy Shooters handed the Senior B. S. thei.r first defeat, 17-14,
despite ·some fancy shooting by
(Continued on Page 5)

u.

Weiler Is High
•
Point Man With 10
Tapering off with the customary second half drive, the Musketeers managed to lose to Ohio
U., one of the leading Buckeye
quintets, by the ·respectable score
of 34-39.
The Muskies chiselled the
Ohioans' 14 point halftime :lead
down to a 5 point margin at the
end. As at Athens last month it
was the Athenians' skill at the
foul line, with 9 out of 10 foul
shots being good, that gave them
the verdict.
'Cats Run Wild
After a bunny shot by Geselbracht had given Xavier her only lead at 2-0, the high powered
Bobcat offense clicked into action to ·run the count to 12-2.
The Crowemen floundered before the fast breaking up-staters,
and the Bobcats' short passes
under the hoop found the boys
in Blue napping in the first half.
At the intermission the Ohio U .
team was well on the way to
keeping their 59 point a game
average with a 26-12 lead.
At the beginning of the second
half Nick W eHer and Ed Kluska,
the "shoot when you . see the
basket" artists, were sent in and
the Muskie scoring machine began to mll. With Weiler pouring through .four shots from beyond the 17 ft. line and Kluska
and Litzinger adding two long
tallies apiece the Blue and White
amassed 16 points to Ohio's 4 in
the last stanza.
Weiler High
Weiler, duplicating his performance · against Dayton with
a quartet of long range goals,
led the Xavier forces with 10
markers. On the defense soph
Johnny Thumann helped a :lot
in holding the high soaring Bobcats to a. low total.
Although "Boze" Litzinger
staged a great defensive show in
handcuffing B a um h o 1 t z, the
state's leading scorer, with 5
points, Ott, Ohio U. guard, again
led the parade for the Athenians
with 4 goals and 7 foul tosses.
The box score:
Xaxier
.F.G. F.T. T.P.
0
2
Gates, f.
1
Geselbracht, f.
2
4
0
o
0
Vaughn, f .
0
Robben, c.
1
1
3
Thumann, g.
2
1
5
Litzinger, g.
3
6'
0
2
4
10
Weiler, f.
0
K 1uska, f.
2
4
TOTALS
Ohio u.
Baumholtz, f.
Deinzer, f.
La1ich, c.
Ott, g.
McSherry, g.
Blicks'd'·fer, c.
Snyder, g.

15

4

34

F.G.

F.T.

T.P.
5

2
3
2
4
2
1
1

1

0
0

6
4
15
5
2
2

7
1
0
0

TOTALS
15
9
Referee-'Winton Mueller.

GOOD LESSON
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Supporting his view on boxing as a good college sport, L. D.
Burhans, Michigan State College
boxing mentor, says, "it teaches
athletes the value of keeping
their eyes open."

l
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Wildcats Punch Out
Win Over 'X' Boxers

Chessmen In
Fast, Close
Competition

Patna Needs

The Help Of
Every Man

PAGE FIVE

Nominate
Five For
Honor Group

cision.
Among the other fights of the
Chess •players were in all their
(Continued from Page 1)
evening, the closest and most in- glory the past week as the Chess
Steiner, S. J., who will address
teresting was the battle between Club's Annual Tournament beAim Is To Save Souls And the delegates at the opening ses
middleweights, Andy Slatt of gan to gain momentum.
It apsion, clal'lifying the motives for
Kentucky and Paul Sheetz. The pears that the defending champ,
Abolish Caste System
the conference and ex;panding its
Exhibition Bouts
first two founds were fairly Bolb Weigand, will have to overtheme, "Man and the State."
even, and in the final round come a tough field if he is to reBy Local Clubs
By
John
J.
Singer
The Very Rev. Edward A. FreSheetz seemed to pile up an ad- tain his title.
king,
editor of the Catholic Telvantage.
Slatt was swinging
Can you imagine twenty-five
When interviewed 1concerning
Tuesday night in the field- wildly, ·but not often connecting. the tournament, William J. F. million people spread ·out over a egraph-Register, will speak at
house, Xavier's ringmen met The crowd gave Sheetz a great Roll, J.r., the tournament <::ommit- district the size of Ohio? Can the Mass which is to open proKentucky's boxing team in' the hand at the end of the fight, and tee chairman said, "This year's you picture to yourself what ceedings at nine o'clock.
The Rev. Alfred G. Stritch,
fourth renewal of the current Xavier supporters felt that they tournament is undoubtedly the would happen if Ohio, with its
series. Xavier lost by the score had scored their first point. But finest in the history of the dub, six million son.ls had only nine- professor at 1St. Gregory's semiof 5-2, the same score by which the judges, somehow or other, due to the extraordinary caliber ty priests and religious to take nary of Mt. Washington, will disthey had lost to the same team felt that Slatt had outpointed
care ·of its spiritual needs? This cuss "Catholics in Public Opinof the competing .field."
ion", in which he will endeavor
earlier in the season. However, Sheetz and gave him the deci:Several threats to Weigand's is not a make-believe story but to show the position of Catholics
the Muskies showed to much sion amid loud boos.
the
actual
fact
of
conditions
as
title have appeared during the
in the United !States from the
better advantage than in the Bantam Weight Forfeited
first round matches.
These are bhey exist in Patna, India. In
previous account.
The first fight of the evening Jack Smith, .and Bill .Schrimpf. size 'Patna can be compared t·o early history of the cotmtry to
In the feature fight of the eve- was forfeited to Kentucky when Smith, who recently became a the state. of Ohio. In popula- the pre$ent day.
For one of the special conferning, J-im Rees, Xavier's heavy- Xavier ·offered no representative follower 'O'f the art of Chess, in tion Patna has over four times
weight, fought Clyde Johnson, in the Bantamweight class. In a series of informal matches with as many people .as the state of ences to ibe devoted to angles of
Kentucky freshman in an exhi- the next bout, Lar.ry Smith of the champion, prior to the tour- Ohio; staggering figures, but the Catholic Press Month theme,
the Rev. Albin H. Ratermann, asbition bout. Since the Wildcat Kentucky defeated Bob "Red" nament, emerged victorious on nevertheless, :true.
:representative was ineligible for Cahill of the Musketeers by a three successive occasions. Frosh
With the coming ·of the Len- sociate editor of the Catholic
collegiate competition, the bout technical knockout. Smith was Schrimpf put himself in the darik ten season the annual Patna Telegraph-Register, will show the
was forfeited to Xavier and no a tall, rangy boy for his weight horse class when he conquered Derby is again in lfull swing. connection between the layman
decision was given. The P.iqua and had Cahill down for the one of the better iplayers, Will The Derby is an established cus- and his Catholi;c newtSpaper or
heavyweight and football tackle, count of nine twice in the final Roll, last week.
tom at Xavier, and is one of Xa- magazine
at 185 pounds, looked small in round before the referee stopped
vier's means of helping the
Hostel Movement
comparison to the giant Ken- the fight. In the lightweight diMissions. The little collectfons
The 1Rev. Ferdinand Evans, astuckJan, who was 50 pounds vision, Kentucky again scored
taken up during the weekly
sistant director of the Catholic
heavier and almost a head taller when Cabell Posey outpointed
Mass are also intended for the
Charities, will point out the diffithan him. He easily held his Jim Farrell. Farrell was the
aid of the Mission in Patna, but
.own over his towering foe, who ·classier boxer, attacking from
the Derby is our means of doing culties and merits of the recentused his weight to a good advan- the left side with a quick, flicksomething big to !further the ly formed youth-hostel movement.
tage in the frequent clinches, ing southpaw jab, but Posey's
cause of ChriSt in Patna.
Among the prominent lay
and employed illegal rabbit slugging right and experience
This year more than ever is
Jack
(Continued from Page 4)
the help of Xavier needed, due speakers who are scheduled to
punches to wear down Rees. gained him the nod.
Rees carried the fight to his op- Sprickard of Kentucky, substi- Puttmann of the losers.
to many unusual circumstances address the delegaliton at the
ponent throughout the three tuting for Elwood Chambers,
in
world problems. Hitherto one-day .conference are Dr. RobIn the battle for individual
rounds, constantly charging h.im, knocked out Charles Marqua cl honors, Puttmann of the Senior the Mission Fields were always ert H. Connery, director of the
and was given the crowd's de- "X" in the third round. Mar- Science team with 45 points, given a helping hand by the Eu- Commission on American citiqua was a much improved fight- continues to hold his slight lead l'Opean Nations, for Eul'lope is a zenshtp at Catholic University,
,..__,.,...,.,..._..____.___..,.,_ I er and had his oppornmt on the over Sheer.an of the Nomads Mission-minded continent. But Washington, D. C.; Dean J. L.
canvas· ·-·twice· ·in the se·cond who has 38 points. The Dorm today Europe has all she ·can do O'Sullivan, head of the C. S. P.
and of the Marquette Univer'If its Musical, we have it' round for nine counts, but League will finish out its sched- to take ·care of herself and her A.,
Spl'ickard came out for the third ule over the next week-end, starving popu1ation. Therefore sity school •of journalism!; Dr.
choice of any musical
in much better condition than while the Day League will con- this burden falls ·on to the Amer- Earl Harlan, head of the Enginstrument. complete
the Musketeer, ·who was Qbvious- tinue to play games until the ican shoulder, and the students lish department of Mt. St. Joseph
with private lessons.
ly tired. Marqua was down mo- middle of next week. The cham- at Xavier can do their part by college; and Edwin G. Becker,
mentarily in the first and thi~d pionship game Js set for some putting QVer a successful Patna Catholic member of the CincinSold on Easy Terms
nati ,board of education.
Xavier had not scored a. point -time between the 26th of Feb- Derby.
Milt Conver, light heavy, ·ruary and the 1st of March.
Student Speakers
Raise Standards.
The DAVITT & HANSER when
and Tony Zinn of the WHdcats
The latest standings:
Included in the student speakThere
is
in
Patna,
in
all
India,
MUSIC CO.
entered the ring. Zinn was
a mass movement to raise the ers programmed to hold round
Day League
416 Main St.
Cincinnati, O. heavier .and stockier than the
Team
Won Lost people from their present low table discussions and panel talks
tall Musketeer, but Conver eas5
1 state ·of living. Gandi is foster- are: John E. Smith, Robert G.
·
Conver's reach Senior B. S.
i.1y d ef eated him.
1 ing ·a drive towards Nationalism, Kissel, and Louis B. Jurgens of
3
-···••11••·························••11111111111111111•••••••ff"'" and superior ring knowledge Revelers
2 and is advocating the overthrow Xavier University; John F. ChalHunters
3
and experJence carried him to
2 of the present ·caste system. mers of Dayton University; SaPappy Shooters
3
The Finest In Portraiture
an easy victory.
2 Naturally this si an excellent op- rah Smith, Mary iBrink, Mary
Wonders
3
Steiger\Vald Classy
3 · portunity for ·conversions, as the Lee Ast, and Rose Pfeiffer, all
Nomads
4
U
The only preliminary which Hounds
4 people, ·Oppressed for so many of Our Lady of Cincinnati col1
meant anything to Xavier box- Assassins
7 centuries, will take that which lege; Mary Catherine Cavanaugh
0
ing fans was the one between
will ·offer them the most. The and Lenore Tallmadge of Mount
Dorm League
Won Lost Communists see this opportun- St. Joseph's .college; Dorothy
Tiffany Tone Portraits Ray Steigerwald and James Ov- Team
€rly .of Kentucky. Ray is Xa- Mellopojivers
7
o ity, .and are doing their best to Thone of ist. !Mary of the Springs
vier's diminutive. freshman who Porky Pines
4
3 sow their poisonous seed. The College, Columbus, Ohio; and
N. W. Corner 7th & Vine
is considered good enough to be Fogliners A. A.
4
4 Protestants, too, •are in there of- Jean Mary Wil!kowski .from St.
PA. 2277
assistant boxing coach under Iron Men
3
4 fering their aid and doctrines. Mary-of-the-Woods College, TerJimmy Schlank and Tony Com- Ma's Boys
o
7 As always, the Catholics are re Haute, Indiana.
••..: ello. As nearly as your reporter
fighting a hard battle to further
Notre Dame University has
could make out, Ray was hit sol- ~x!x•x!x! • !x!x! ! !K!K•X!X!X!X!X!K! ! • !x!xl: the cause of Christ. They are agreed to conduct a ;general sesidly three times. He fought
making slow but steady pro- sion on decent literature and exj AVon 3116
easily all the way,. exhibiting a
Phones 1 AVon 6480
~yut gress.
plain the work of the Notre Dame
fancy left and a powerful right.
~
To ·continue this great under- student commission for decency
Although there was no official ~ .t- ~ .t .t ~v.t • ·~ .t ~ ~· • ~· • ~ • • taking takes money; a great deal in print.
decision given, it was clearly apTHE J. H. FIELMAN
Three Years Ago This Week: of it, ·and it is ·hoped that some
Practicable
parent that Steigerwald had The Intercollegiate Debate squad of these funds will come from
DAIRY CO.
The executive ·committee of
beaten the Kentucky boy. The met the three man team from Xavier. Therefore, this year the
other exhibition bouts featured Fenn College in the Biology students at Xavier must make Rosemarian Valentiner,. general
High Grade Dairy Products
amateurs from the Fenwick Lobby. Xavier debaters were their Patna Derby
big sucbess. chairman, Mary Catherine CavaClub, the Cincinnati Gym, and Albert A. Stephan, John E. Fo- With sufficient funds there is no naugh, general secretary, and
the Draker A. C. From the garty, and Edward J. Kenn€dy end of good that will ,result from Robert G. Kissel, ·general treas2419 Vine Street
Fenwick Club came Paul Ernst
.. The Dante Club presented the unselfish work of the Mis- urer, wish to ·emphasize that the
and Norbert Burger, bantam- the lecture "A Madonna in ATt" sionaries. The material is there conference has ibeen planned so
weights, and J-oe Corbett and at the good Samaritan Hospital waiting, all that is needed is the that it will ibe interesting to anyJack Rubenstein, lightweights. . . . Vincent E. Smith and Ed- necessary money to <::ontinue the one, whether he has had jouTnalThe
Supplies For The
Martin Taylor, featherweight ward J. Kennedy left for the work. The Patna Derby is one istic experience. or not.
from the Cincinnati Gym boxed National Catholic Press Conven- means of obtaining some of this theme, "Man and the State", will
e DRAFTSMAN
Wilbur Waterman from the same ti.on in Milwaukee
The money. It takes $500.00 td keep be made practical for the avere ARTIST
organization, and lightheavies school calenda·r was revised be- the Jesuits in Patna going for age layman, and not particulare ENGINEER
Matt Lasita and Jim Kroner cause of Flood conditions
one week. This year the Derby ly for those attending Catholic
BLUE PRINTS
fought a three round prelimin• The Patna Derby began its an- hopes to realize at leas·t this high schools, colleges or univerPHOTOSTATS
ary.
nual drive .
News of the amount, and so keep Patna Mis- sities.
'I'he bouts were refereed by death of the Rev. Hugo· Slocte- sion going for Qne week. There
The registration fee, the comThe FERD WAGNER Co. Pat Daley, and the judges were meyer, S. J., former president is a chance, with whole-hearted mittee said, has been set at the
Joe Blink, Elmer Pur<:ell, Sam of the university, reached Xavier cooperation, of keeping Patna nominal fee of $2.00 for the ex432 MAIN STREET
Becker, and Paul Pusateri. The . . . Xavier cadets were praised going for two weeks on funds press purpose that it will not extimer was Pat Ruth.
for their work during the flood. frqm Xavier.
clude anyone.
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Catholic Prelate Burned
In Effigy By Atheistic Mob
His term would have been uneventful had not the civil govrneor, Gorzkowski, condemned
Bassi and a number of other
"patriots" to execution for mur[Editor's note: This is tlie third der, robbery and similar crimes.
of a series of articles, written b.y In their trial and death Bedini
Father Manning, to commemor- had no part, directly or indirectate the hundredth anniversary of ly, since Gorzkowski was both
the Jes1Lit regime at Xavier.]
civil and military ruler. Yet
t h e r e a f t er the revolutionists
By Robert E. Manning, S. J.
styled him the Butcher of BoTHE BEDINI RIOTS
logna.
On Christmas night, 1853, an
Native Reaction
organized mob, heavily armed,
Furthermore, in this country,
,narched through the falling the reaction against the Native
snow :llrom Freeman's Hall to- Americans, who caused such
wards the Cathedral. Numerous reigns of terror in Philadelphia,
banners bearing insulting, anti- Buffalo and elsewhere that they
Catholic slogans were carried by defeated their own ends, was
the rabble, and the night air dying ou.t and numerous secret
rang with discordant shouts: societies holding the same ma"Down with the priests," "No lignant principles were springPope," etc. Near the Eighth St. ing into 'being. These all united
Park, across from the old city with the Know-nothing Order
bui1dings on Plum St., they were and concentrated theri attacks
met by the entke police f.orce, against Bedini as a common foe.
headed by Captain Thomas LuIn Cindnnati, a German paper,
kens acting directly under or- the Hochwaeschter, published an
ders from Mayor David T. Snel- inflammatory article, just before
baker. The officers swung their Bedini arrived here, which
dubs vigorously till the rioters brought up the old calumny that
began using their guns. The po- he was responsible for the death
lice returned to the fire, and two :of Ugo Bassi. This paper was
persons, one a policeman, were the organ of a group of atheists,
killed and a number wounded. styling themselves the F<JrtyThe innocent cause of this eighters, men who had fled from
desecration of the. holy night Germany after the rebellion of
was the presence in the city of 1848. They ·were not citizens of
a distinguished ecclesiastic. Two the United States and refused to
days before Christmas, Msgr. take any oath of allegiance but
Gaetano Bedini, personal repre- were banded into a Society of
sentative of Pope Pius IX, visit- F,reemen to keep alive the spirit
ed St. Xavier's College and said or relentless hatred against those
Mass in the chapel. He was ~f- they flet had injured them in
terwards received in the Study their native land. The demonHall where the students staged strations against Bedini were oran entertainment in his honor ganized and led by these men.
·during which they welcomed
Leaves After Xmas
him in seven languages.
Msgr. Bedini left Cincinnati
Monsignor Investigates
soon after Christmas, and on
Msgr. Bedini was Nuncio to December 29, Archbishop Purcell
the ·court of PedTo II of Brazil. wrote to Dr. Kenrick ·of BaltiHe had come to this country to more: "Be not alarmed at the
investigate some domestic prob- news :llrom Cincinnati. The hand
lems of the Church and to pre- of God was in all that has oc$ent a letter from the Holy curred. · The wicked have been
Father to President Franklin confounded. They were arrestPier·ce. This was nothing more ed at the dead hour of night
than an act of courtesy to our within a square of the Cathedral,
government, which in those days one of them killed,' 15 wounded,
had a Minister at the Vatican; and the Paddy Nuncio, the galbut his friendly visit was dis- leries, tne Mitre, the transpartorted by the enemies of the encies, the mottos, the clubs,
Church into an attempt to per- pistols, etc., safely lodged with
suade the United States to es- them in the Watchhouse ... The
tablish a papal nunciature at heart ·Of the Nuncio abounds
Washington. Nothing in the let- with consolations in the midst of
ter from Pius IX t-o the Presi- tribu_lations whcih, of c-ourse, he
dent or in the other which Be- !feels."
tonelli to Secretary of State
However this was not the end
.dini brought from Cardinal An- of the business. On January 16
Marcy gives the slightest evi- two thousand men marched in
dence of any such desire on the wild confusion through the enpart of the Holy See.
tire city, shouting out that they
intended to murder the ArchAgitation
Agitation against the Nuncio bishop and the priests and to
however, began with his arrival riddle the Cathedral with bulin New York. There the lead- lets. On a vacant lot near the
ers O'f the disorders were a
group of Italian revolutionists SODALITY PLEDGES
led by the apostate priest, GaSUPPORT TO ANNUAL
vazzi, and aided and abetted by
the Know-nothing element which
in·g to power. A plot to assasAt a recent meeting, the uniin that year, 1853, was just ris- versity Sodality pledged itself to
sinate Bedini was frustrated support the 1940 edition of the
through the warning of one of Musketeer, student year-book,
th conspirators, a certain Sassi, and to aid the business staff in
who himself was stabbed to securing funds if.or the publicadeath a day or so later. Gavazzi tion. This move is part of the
followed the eminent prelate Sodality's program in celebrafrom city to city, everywhere tion of the Jesuit Centennial
trying to stir up hostility to this year.
Members aligning
him, in many places receiving themselves with .the business
the encouragement and support staff were: John Singer, James
of the daily papers.
Lemkuhl, Edward Burke, NichThe :hatred of these radicals ·alas Miceli, Jack Beckman, Lorfor Bedini was largely due to en Breckels, Richard. Foppe,
the unfortunate case of the Arthur Doyle, John Lambert,
Barnabite friar, Ugo Bassi. In and Robert Wagner.
Emmet
1849 the prelate was named by Ratterman, prefect of the Sodalthe P.ope governor of Bologna, ity, is a member of the Muskethen part of the papal states. teer business staft

Forty-Eighters Perpetrate
Infamous 1849 Outrage

City Hall they burned Bedini in
effigy and were not subdued until after another battle with the
police. It is curious to note that
though the European press now
began 'to pu'.blish the news of
the attacks on the Pope's accredited envoy, causing much discomfort and embarrassment to
American representatives at foreign courts, and though the bet-

ter class of non-Catholics were
acutely aware of the disgrace
attached to these uprisings, yet
in · Cincinnati an indignation
meeting was held to protest-not
against the actions of the mobbut against the Mayor and the
city police for interfering! A
committee of one hundred was
appointed to wait upon the City
Council and ask that body to re-

quest the Mayor's resignation~
Neither Council nor Mayor paid.
any attention to them and serious trouble seemed in storewhen the worthy citizens passed
resolutions to expel the Mayor
by force. Through the influence
of Bellamy Storer, however,
peace was restored, though publie opinion forced the dismissal
of the chief of police.
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